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SAYF Worship Journal
SAYMA – Warren Wilson College
June 19-22, 2014
On the weekend of June 19-22, 2014, Southern Appalachian Young Friends met at
Warren Wilson College for Yearly Meeting. This is our witness. This is our story.
I’m	
  sorry	
  that	
  you	
  guys	
  don’t	
  know	
  me	
  as	
  well	
  because	
  I’m	
  really	
  cool	
  and	
  fun.	
  Next	
  time	
  I	
  will	
  get	
  to	
  know	
  
you	
  more…too.	
  You	
  guys	
  that	
  is	
  leaving,	
  sorry	
  you	
  will	
  not	
  get	
  to	
  meet	
  me	
  more.	
  We	
  will	
  miss	
  you.	
  

The Dalai Lama said that love is the absence of judgement.
The Lumineers said that the opposite of love is indifference.
SAYF, this is what you are to me.
You care without judgement, you make me feel better without feeling wrong for feeling bad.
You love me even when I’m crying. Thank you so, so much, each and every one of you, for
being a part of this community. You all have a special place here, you all have a home. This is
my fourth SAYMA. Four years in this beautiful place. Four times I’ve sat in the candlelit circle,
from my first retreat as a newbie clinging to my sisters hand, to watching her graduate and
grow up. Last year we saw Lillian moving on, and now, graduates, it’s your turn. You will all be
so deeply missed. When I think of how caring and incredible you all are, it’s hard not to
wonder if SAYF will just fall apart without you. But I know that you’ve shaped us, the younger
generation, into the kind of people it takes to keep a community strong. I finally decided to be
a nurturer this year, in the hopes that I can give back to you all what you’ve given to me.
Thank you so much, you are my home.
Much love,
Anna
P.S. If any of you needs anything or just wants to talk give me a call.
This was my favorite SAYMA. I’ve had so much fun swinging, swimming, walking, and just
hanging out in dorms. Both the middle school and intergenerational games workshops were
sooo fun. This has been great, and I can’t wait to see you guys in September at Asheville.
– Miles
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Hey SAYF, this is my first time coming to SAYMA, and I have to say it was great. I enjoy
seeing my friends. I had a really great time spending time with them, staying up all night
and talking. The food was great. I got to try new food. I love # SAYF & SAYMA.
P.S. Can’t wait to see you guys for the next safe retreat
P.S. P.S. #I love you guys #SAYMA

My emotions are considerably more broken now than they were before graduation. I wrote what I needed to write in the graduates
books, but I will give a quick shout out to each of them now.
Elise – Your bubbly outlook on life is a huge inspiration to me, I strive to be like you every day. Thank you for being cuddly and
giggly and warm.
Emma – When I leave today, I will have to use all my willpower not to stuff you in my bag and take you home with me. Enough
said.
Madelyn – You have this intense optimism that I wish I had, you are super chill and I’ll be seeing you.
Kaitlynn – I will never be able to repay all that you have done for me. I first year at SAYF was made possible by your kindness.
Lincoln – your read this again in your book, and I’m usually not redundant, but this is worth being redundant for. I consider you a
huge role model. Our time as friends will be carried with me in the back of my mind forever.
Pat – Just read your book.
Oliver – I don’t know what to say except…
… Jelly car.
Austin – Your great come stay with me again.
Love to all,
-Levi
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I was going to write something long and profound about my time at SAYF and
what it has taught me, but I think everyone here understands that SAYF is
special. It’s healing and comforting like a warm hug and it’s sacred and full of
love. I feel like everyone can find a home at SAYF, but the experience is different
for everyone. I just want you all to cherish it and cherish each other while you’re
still here, so that when it’s your time to go, you’ll be ready. Be young, be stupid,
laugh, and care way too much about the things you love.
I love you and goodbye
Emma
And I know shout outs have been banned, so kick me out if you have to, but:
Sven: Anwar
Asa: Wish you were here.
Anna: You’re wonderful. You brighten my day and you are so mature and wise
for your age. We never brushed our teeth together, so I guess you’ll have to visit
me at Swat. I love you.
Ben G.: You aren’t here but I know you’ll read the epistles. I know you get hard on
yourself sometimes, but you are insanely smart and charismatic and you have a
wonderful heart. You’ve grown so much from the seven-year-old boy with long
hair that I used to know. You’re going places bro, make RHS your bitch.
Laura: Little Laura. You remind me of me, but cooler, more confident in your
skin, and just better. Don’t let the world get you down, because it needs you and
your positivity. Love Love Love Love – always.
Sarawila: I don’t talk to you much but I REALLY enjoy you. You are fantastic,
funny, and add a lot of character to this community.
Levi: You know you’re my baby. You will always be my baby, even if you’re
bigger than me and think you’re grown-up.
Guthrie: You blow my mind, also – try startripping, it’s real.
Oscar: this is your first retreat, but I really like you. You’re a cool guy and I hope
SAYF is as opening and loving to you as you deserve.
Julia: Don’t cry. We all love you. You are the star of SAYF and you never fail to
make me proud to be your friend.
Rest of SAYF: have treated me with more kindness than I deserve, and I wouldn’t
be the same without you.
You all taught me what it is like to love and be loved unconditionally, and for that I am forever grateful. It doesn’t
seem real that this is my last epistle. You are all going to do great things, and I can’t wait to hear about it and
hopefully see some of it with my own eyes.
I love you all. Stay bright.
Madelyn
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Dear SAYF,
This was my first SAYMA, and to tell you the truth, I was a bit nervous. When I got here, I
saw all my friends, and people I know and suddenly I wasn’t nervous anymore. This year for me has
not been easy, But, there have also been some great parts like being at SAYF. I don’t think I ever
come back from SAYF feeling sad. You guys can cheer me up so quickly and I love you guys so much.
I am so lucky to be part of this amazing, supportive community!
Much love from
a not so newbie anymore
P.S. This place is so cool and I loved the swings and the food!
“Lets stay up all night”
Cheese stick
Truth or Dare
Stay Shafty
Cards against Humanity

Free store
USED
The little engine that could

SHAFTY
bananas

Dear SAYF,
I apologize, I feel like we are as close as we should be considering you’re so important to me. It’s not
personal I promise. I haven’t had as much time with you as I feel I should have even though I’m here I don’t
feel as present. I’ll change it. SAYF Is where I run away to and even though it may not seem obvious,
someone here always catches me… I don’t know, I feel like I’m rambling. But okay, Dear seniors I wanted to
say something to every single one of you but sitting in the outside circle looking in it all of you I just couldn’t…
I did manage to speak once but my words ended up sounding mean… sorry Emma. Anyways I’ll find a way to
let all the seniors and safe in general know that even though it may not be noticeable to you, Everyone of you
has changed my life in some way or another at some point. Thank you SAYF.
With Love,
Ex’zotica
Sarawila C. Villatoro-Weir
Hello all SAYFers!
It’s been wonderful spending time with you all. You guys are really awesome and nice!
I’ve made a lot of good friends. I can see how much love and care we all have for each other.
Thank you for this fantastic experience!
SAYFer ☺
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Oh SAYF,
This is definitely a SAYMA I’m going to remember. Around 12 beautiful people leaving
our community. I remember coming into SAYF as a newbie and seeing all of you. For me, you
guys were the cool kids. I looked up to every single one of you and I have to admit, you
guys intimidated me a lot. I remember being younger with Jane and saying how much we
just wanted to be you guys’ friend… and now I get to see you all leave knowing I got to
experience such great moments with such amazing people. I know this may sound selfish but
I want you to stay. I want more time. I’m honored I got the chance to know such beautiful
and incredible young people. SAYF would never have been SAYF without you all. Thank you so
much, for everything. I’m going to miss you guys more than words can describe. I love all
of you.
- Dee

Last	
  night	
  I	
  realized	
  how	
  old	
  I’m	
  getting.	
  No	
  not	
  like	
  FAN	
  old,	
  but	
  in	
  
terms	
  of	
  safe,	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  older	
  kids	
  who	
  I	
  aspire	
  to	
  be	
  like	
  argon,	
  heading	
  off	
  
to	
  college.	
  Last	
  night,	
  when	
  the	
  YAFs	
  	
  appeared	
  on	
  that	
  hill,	
  I	
  wasn’t	
  only	
  
thinking	
  about	
  what	
  wise,	
  but	
  what	
  is	
  going	
  to	
  be.	
  What	
  am	
  I	
  going	
  to	
  do	
  
without	
  my	
  role	
  models?	
  What’s	
  it	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  like	
  in	
  two	
  years	
  time	
  when	
  I	
  am	
  
getting	
  kidnapped?	
  So	
  much	
  has	
  happened	
  in	
  the	
  two	
  years	
  I’ve	
  been	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  
this	
  community,	
  but	
  so	
  much	
  has	
  left	
  to	
  be	
  done!	
  
	
  
To	
  the	
  seniors,	
  don’t	
  worry,	
  I	
  know	
  I’ll	
  have	
  less	
  people	
  to	
  do	
  
shenanigans	
  with,	
  But	
  I’m	
  up	
  to	
  the	
  challenge.	
  I’ll	
  keep	
  reminders	
  of	
  you	
  in	
  
the	
  ISS	
  anti-‐tiny	
  musical	
  rehearsal	
  rooms	
  here	
  at	
  Warren	
  Wilson.	
  You	
  will	
  not	
  
be	
  forgotten,	
  but	
  rather	
  remembered	
  and	
  shown	
  through	
  with	
  the	
  next	
  generation	
  
of	
  Young	
  Friends.	
  
	
  
I’m	
  going	
  to	
  miss	
  you	
  guys,	
  I	
  know	
  the	
  tears	
  didn’t	
  come	
  out	
  last	
  night	
  
but	
  when	
  I	
  shut	
  in	
  September	
  that	
  Asheville	
  meetinghouse	
  is	
  going	
  to	
  feel	
  
pretty	
  empty.	
  
	
  
I	
  need	
  backpacking	
  buddies,	
  next	
  SAYMA	
  is	
  gonna	
  being	
  some	
  hard-‐core	
  
backpacking.	
  I’ll	
  always	
  love	
  some	
  (F)friends	
  to	
  go	
  on	
  the	
  trail	
  with	
  me.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Anwar	
  
Well, here I am, completing the very last thing that ties me to high school. He pistols have
never been my favorite thing, but I feel obligated in my last hour as a SAYFer. Though I have had my
ups and downs, agreements and disagreements with SAYF, I wouldn’t trade my time here for the
world. From being mentored so much by Julie (2008) to mentoring Julia, I’ve learned a staggering
amount about myself in the 40 or so short weekends with you all.
I know I’ll be back next year to continue my 17-year streak of SAYMA, so I’m not DONE QUITE
YET.
Y’all Quakes Keep Quakin’
Lincoln
Dear SAYMA,
I don’t have much to say. I’m gonna miss all of the graduated seniors. And I’m probably
gonna cry on the ride back home. I love you all so much.
~ Anonymous
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I can’t bear to see you go. I miss you already something fierce. You were all wonderful. I
guess I should make my annual apology for being quiet and introverted. Still, so many of you are still
so welcoming and loving to me. That’s what I love about SAYF. Everyone cares and it’s not because
they are forced to.
Special thanks to Anna for helping me when I thought no one else would. I love you 10,000x
and we should talk more. That goes for everyone, of course.
Now that I am a Nurturer I feel responsible for loving everyone of you. If anyone needs me,
ever, I’m not always so quiet. I really want to do everything I can to help the community. I wish I
had the talent to be the extroverted, cheerful, bubbly Nurturer type, but many lovely people
reminded me this retreat that I don’t have to. So I’m going to try my best to be everything I can be
in terms of helpful and loving. I miss you and love you all.
Sincerely,
Charlie Hailey
P.S. IIf anyone ever needs me, call me.
P.S.S. I started writign Rivers and Roads all over the paper because that’s the song that reminds me
of graduation and SAYF. I also suck at writing lyrics in order.
A year from now
We’ll all be gone
My friends will
Be gone away
They’re going to
Bed in places
But my friends
Will be gone away

Rivers and roads
Rivers and roads
Rivers till I
Meet you
My family
Lives in a
Different state

12 SAYF retreats, 2 SAYMAs and 100,000 hugs, but this is my first worship journal. I
don’t know why I have not made one in the past, But with all the people leaving I think
I need to start so there is some proof that I was here and I have to go LOL. I am a
nurture now “Yay”. My brother is leaving SAYF along with lots of people I love but I
think it will be okay. I love you SAYF.
Michael Dunn

Dear SAYF,
This was my first time going to SAYMA, and the weekend far exceeded all my
expectations. I enjoyed making kites, swimming, and even just hanging out with
my friends here. Even though I didn’t get to go to the free store, the stuff
you guys brought back was entertaining, especially the “USED” stickers.
Graduation was really touching, I’m going to miss all the seniors a lot. As
always, SAYF it was great, and everyone here means a lot to me.
Peace out,
Julian
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So I’m not going to lie, I actually wrote my epistle, but I put it in my car already. Ooops, jeeze… my last
SAYF epistle… kind of a really sad thing. You all have a special place in my heart. Leaving this community is
not something I want to do, but it’s time. I never thought I’d be in the center circle of graduation for a long
time. Guess years fly by too fast to keep track.
I’m not worried about this community because we are leaving it in such caring hands. I trust that no
matter what, this community while always be open and welcoming. This community has made me do I am
today and I couldn’t have asked for better guidance in my life. Each and everyone of you has shared with me
something that I can take with me forever. You all mean the world to me and so much more. The love that we
share is greater than any other love that I’ve seen. You all are my family that I never get annoyed with Ormada.
You are all perfect in every way possible. I promised myself I wouldn’t cry again, but this is so hard to say
goodbye to. You all made my life worth living and I can’t thank you enough for that.
This last week as a SAYFer has been nothing but the best. From exploring, to snacks, to swimming, to
floating in the creek, to workshops, to fish bowl, to cake, to games, to kids, to graduation, to epistles, this is
what I live for. It’s all pretty great.
I’m lucky to have you all in my life. Please don’t disappear on me.
I love you to a million pieces,
Always & forever,
Kaitlynn
P.S. Even outside of SAYF, I’ll nurture you. Call me or text me anytime day or night.

Dear SAYF,
As I say goodbye to the seniors, I can’t help but be reminded of alignment from one of my fave shows,
Romeo & Juliet. “parting is such sweet sorrow, that I should say good night, ‘till it be ‘morrow.” I’m reminded of this
line in particular because I know I’ll see you again. Our tomorrow is just around the corner, waiting patiently for next
SAYMA. I haven’t known you all very long, but like Romeo with Juliet, I only needed to see your faces to fall in love
with the amazing people you are. Another line, when Romeo sees Juliet for the first time, he’s astonished by her
beauty and says, “She doth teach the torches to burn bright.” You guys don’t only look beautiful, but bring that
shining light with you wherever you go. I’m literally held in the light whenever you hug me. You’ve taught me things I
never knew I didn’t know, and I’ll carry your love and kindness for all of my days. And to SAYF, I look forward to
our future together, and promise to try my best to fill the amazing shoes (Oliver), or lack thereof (Rebecca) that our
beloved seniors have left behind. Also I promise to find a new play to quote.
With love, endlessly,
Laura Kelley
P.S. Sorry I cried so loud
P.P.S. No I’m not

I would love to come here again for lots more SAYF/SAYMA experiences! I found the opening
circle on Friday to be very spiritual along with the senior graduation. I cannot wait until the next
retreat in September with Whitewater rafting! Maria planned this retreat so I know this will be good.
Some of the great experiences I had in my first SAYF worse swimming, games, contra dancing,
singing (talent show), and many, MANY others I wish to have again.
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From the Joni Mitchell Song
The Circle Game
Sixteen springs and sixteen summers gone now
Cartwheels turn to car wheels through the town
And they tell him, “Take your time, it won't be long now
Till you drag your feet to slow the circles down”
And the seasons they go round and round
And the painted ponies go up and down
We're captive on the carousel of time
We can't return we can only look
Behind from where we came
And go round and round and round
In the circle game
My love to each of you and my blessing that the “behind from where you came” is full of grace.
With love,
Mary Linda
(Nashville FAN)

This was my second SAYMA and I couldn’t ask for a better retreat. I’m gonna miss the
seniors a lot. I wish you guys love and happiness wherever you go, because you deserve
nothing less. I really hope to see you again soon.
- Connor

This retreat was different for me. I tried to hang out with as many seniors as possible,
because I didn’t get to know them as much as I would have liked. This is the first
retreat that I felt like I truly belonged. For me at least SAYF has been a maze of trying
to fit in and belong. Everyone is so loving and caring it almost feels like a dream.
Sometimes I wonder if you SAYFers are real because you are so different then other
people I know. I’m just glad I’m here with you now and that’s all that matters.
With much love,
Emelia
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There’s a lot of you I didn’t say anything to at Graduation, partly because I wanted to greatly
emphasize what I did say, and partly cus it was just too many words.
Just know that I love each and everyone of you uniquely and insanely strong.
Honestly, for many years SAYF had a negative effect on me. No details, but I’m just really glad
you’re still here to see me when I’m happy, with you all.
And, I’ll be back, so until we meet again…
Patrick

Dear SAYF,
I’m sad to see seniors leave. It was a fun retreat for being used, wristbands, and
SHRECK. The middle school fishbowl was just a small bump in an otherwise smooth road. The
swing was amazing, especially when we have four people on it. The free store here is great and I
hope to see you all soon.
Eric
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I’m very disappointed that I missed half of this retreat. I feel like I would’ve had more time to have
my last moments with the lovely graduates if I came on time. It feels like the time had just run out.

That after this moment nothing will be the same. It won’t feel right. As of this moment I am scared of
the future. When I become a senior there will be pretty big shoes to fill. I’m gonna have to be a big

kid. Wait, now that I think about it, that is gonna to be so much fun. I am going to be able to be what
you graduates have been for me. I am going to watch people grow up and change into amazing

people. I am going to be that person who was the first two spoke to them. Man! I can’t wait! I want
to follow in your footsteps seniors. I love you so much and I will always remember you. I also can’t
wait to grow up with the remaining SAYFers.
With love,

JULIA

P.S. I also really want to be a nurturer, but I’m not good at public speaking and giving rules.

Dear SAYF,
I can’t imagine a better place to watch the graduates set off into the
world then this exquisite region of North Carolina. It is hard to let them go,
but I am comforted that I will always see them through the impact they
have made on my life. Each one added another facet to the gym this
community is, adding to its luster and beauty. But these additions will not
disappear with the graduates, but instead the love and power will only
grow, younger SAYFers taking the place of those who have left
accompanied by a constant influx of newbies. For many years to come, I
am sure stories of the graduates will be told, Rebecca’s sleep talking, in
most amazing clerking talent, Austin’s vegetarian cooking skills, etc. The
list of tales is on the ending, just like there the first talents. Today does
not mark the end but rather the beginning of a brighter SAYF nurtured
into existence by the memories of the graduates.
- Noah Huber-Feely

